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No other reel has ever been built as strong
and to withstand the elements better than Van
Staal. The Van Staal drag system is completely
sealed and waterproof, and water-tight seals
are positioned throughout the spool, body and
handle assembly. No other reel on the market
offers this level of protection, and it’s just as
desirable for anglers who do not submerge
their reels, because it’s added protection from
the elements that compromise the integrity
of internal parts of normal reels. A Van Staal is
not a normal reel. It features the largest main
gear in the industry, which is machined from
hardened 416 HT stainless steel and designed
to help you fight and land big fish. This gear
will never slip or strip under pressure, and the
large size provides more fish-fighting torque per
crank of the handle to give you more control
during the fight. The pinion gear is also 416 HT
stainless steel. The body, spool and handle are
all machined from solid bar stock 6061-T6511
aluminium. The centre shaft and line roller are
machined from solid titanium with a titaniumnitride coating.

Code

Model

Bearings

Line Capacity

Ratio

26104
26105
26116
26117
26128
26129

VS150B - Black Spinning Reel
VS150G - Gold Spinning Reel
VS250B - Black Spinning Reel
VS250G - Gold Spinning Reel
VS300B - Black Spinning Reel
VS300G - Gold Spinning Reel

7+1
7+1
7+1
7+1
7+1
7+1

310m/12lb
310m/12lb
320m/20lb
320m/20lb
320m/30lb
320m/30lb

4.75:1
4.75:1
4.25:1
4.25:1
3.25:1
3.25:1

If you prefer a bail on your reel but still want the toughest spin reel ever
made that can be fully submerged and still operate perfectly, Van Staal’s
VSB series is ideal for surf casters, rock fishers, kayak anglers, heavy-metal
jiggers and any other sportfishers who fish to the extreme. The VSB Bail
models are available in Gold in the 100 and 200 sizes and are suitable for
use with braid lines.

OUTDOORS
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Surf casters, rock fishers, kayak anglers, heavy-metal jiggers — and any
other sportfishers who need the toughest spin reel ever made that can be
fully submerged and still operate perfectly — this is it! The original VS lefthand-wind non-bail spin reels, first built in the early 1990s, still feature the
tough 30lb of lock-down drag and are suitable for use with braid lines.
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Spin - Non Bail
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Code

Model

Bearings

Line Capacity

Ratio

26133
26141

VSB100G - Gold Bail Reel
VSB200G - Gold Bail Reel

7+1
7+1

205m/10lb
365m/15lb

4.75:1
4.25:1

REELS
4.75:1
4.25:1

Convertible Spin
If you like the strongest-reel-possible concept of the original
Van Staal reels but a smoother feel suits your style of fishing
more than the extreme hard-core, then the VM150 offers you
the best of both worlds. The Van Staal pedigree is evident
throughout the reel: the extra-large main gear and pinion
gear are stainless steel, as is the handle arm and bail holder.
The exterior is all machined aluminium, including the body,
side cover, rotor, spool, drag knob, arm lever, handle knob and
dust cap. The VM150 uses a five ball bearing system plus one
anti-reverse clutch, and the impressive drag system runs five
carbon fibre washers. The gear ratio is a powerful 4.9:1, and
the retrieve rate (with a 90-percent-full spool) is 84cm per turn
of the handle. The maximum drag capability is greater than
15kg. It’s impossible to make a Van Staal original any tougher,
but with the VM150 we’ve managed to offer the excellent
strength that attracts anglers to Van Staal reels, but with a
more mainstream feel that is ideal for jigging, casting poppers,
spinning metals, live-baiting and every-day bait fishing. It can
be interchanged for left- or right-hand wind.
VM150 Machined Boat Reel 5+1

Bearings Line Capacity
260m/30lb Braid

Ratio
4.9:1

C-Vex Fly
Van Staal C-VEX fly reels are the most sophisticated fly reels ever
designed. They’re the ultimate saltwater fly reel for surf, estuary,
flats, inshore or bluewater. Named for their convex shape, which
adds strength while reducing weight, these reels are precisionmachined from aircraft-grade aluminium and anodised for
saltwater protection. The spool is completely sealed, as is the
waterproof drag cartridge. These reels can be fully submerged
in saltwater, time after time, and still operate perfectly. Each
reel can be set-up for left- or right-hand retrieve. The spool sizes
accommodate plenty of backing and Australian swoffers can
choose from either the 7/8 or 11/12 size, both in gold.
Code

Model

Line Capacity

26151
26159

CVX78G - Gold C-Vex Fly Reel
CVX1112G - Gold C-Vex Fly Reel

225m/20lb + WF8
320m/30lb + WF12
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310m/12lb
320m/20lb
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7+1
7+1
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Bearings Line Capacity Ratio

VS150LG - LH (RHW) Gold
VS250LG - LH (RHW) Gold
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If you hold a rod in your left hand and wind the reel with your
right hand, but still want the toughest spin reel ever made that
can be fully submerged and still operate perfectly, Van Staal’s
Right-Hand Wind Spin Reels are ideal for surf casting, rock
fishing, kayak fishing, heavy-metal jigging and any other type
of fishing extremes. The Right-Hand Wind models are available
in Black or Gold in the 150 and 250 sizes and are suitable for use
with braid lines.

RODS

Right Hand Wind
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